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the remaining characters are all driven by a thirst for survival, but not necessarily for power. while some of them are fully capable of violence, the imperator in particular is a villain whose cold-blooded cruelty is shown by a villainous grin and whose obedience is demonstrated by the fact that he sits calmly while his enemies face torture, execution and death. when miller and writers brendan mccarthy and nick lathouris originally
conceived fury road, max was to be a father. that idea was scrapped in favor of furiosa, who, due to a series of unfortunate events, would become a mother, carrying maxs unborn child in a bottle on the rig. it would be a grim and empathetic story, in which max would be forced to choose between his own life and saving that of his child. despite its title, the film isnt really a mad max film at all, but an apocalyptic fantasy. the film is set in

the mythical wastelands of the future in a barren world called the cursed earth, where mutants roam in packs and every human is pitted against one another in a fight for survival. the action is relentless, with max the lone hero and furiosa his companion. the only thing in maxs way is the war-torn and crumbling citadel, which he must outrun or out-maneuver. charlize theron superbly depicts furiosa as a confident and capable leader
whose faith is hard won, and the latter half of the film is the films emotional heart. but the story of mad max is the story of a man, with all the complexities and contradictions of any human being. in a post-apocalyptic landscape that might seem pristine to some, max is drawn to the wasteland with its rich heritage, a world that he believes holds the potential for redemption.
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this is the true masterpiece of the mad max films. it has everything you have ever wanted in a mad max movie. it tells the story of a post-apocalyptic world where there is no law and order. but there is a great power which is being controlled by a tyrannical elite. they are at war. the war has been raging for a long
time and many have been killed and their power taken from them. there is only one survivor. he is the last of his kind. he was also the only one who could communicate with the other survivors. based on the books by writer-director george miller, the original mad max was a trilogy of films, all released between 1982

and 1984, the first of which is still quite popular. the first movie tells the story of an unnamed bounty hunter who has been left for dead by his gang and must outrun his pursuers in a stolen high-speed vehicle. the second installment is a dystopian vision of a violent future where machines and weapons have taken
over the world. the third installment is about the vengeance of one man who must take on the world to seek his own freedom. the first movie was directed by george miller, the two sequels were directed by his son nick, while the third was directed by the road warrior's very own mel gibson. it is a very successful
series, and mad max was released in 1981, the year i was born, and in many regards was a pioneering film in many respects. miller uses these cars that have become popular now, which are not from that time. the first movie was a kind of pulp, a mad max style film. for some reason, the second movie was a bit

more like a western, or at least it was american. 5ec8ef588b
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